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Letter from the Editor

Arun Toke and Shyam Purvak Photo: Rachel Johnson

Dear Friends: Greetings.
As I write this letter I am battling a severe

case of the flu-fever, runny nose, head cold
and cough. In the many hours of restlessness
during the last few nights, I've been thinking
of the days in my childhood in India, when my
mother would make me Gawati Kadha (an
herbal tea) to help cure the flu. And, my father
would take me or my brothers to the family
doctor at 2AM, on his bicycle, when there was
something urgent that needed to be attended to.

The six of us-my eldest sister, two brothers,
my parents and I slept next to each other on
futons that were spread wall-to-wall at night in
our small, two-room home that consisted of one
living room and the kitchen/dining room. My
younger brother and I would, of course, be on
each side of our mom, cuddled cozily.

No wonder, when our mother passed away
after a prolonged illness, when I was barely 14,
my younger brother and I wanted to quit school;
we felt like our world had become cold, drained
of all vitality. After more than 25 years, I can still
vividly remember the countless dreams in which
my mother would come alive and tell me she had
just returned from her vacation.

The Anteshti Kriya (Hindu rites for the dead)
was performed in many complicated rituals and

practices, in the presence of family members and
close friends. The two-week-ceremony was said
to release the spirit from family bonds, to let the
spirit go in peace, upwards and onwards in its
journey, whatever that may be.

My father, though he spoke very little English,
often quoted,"Charity Begins at Home." Family
is the basic building block of the human society.
Now as I help raise my son, Shyam, I realize the
need to balance my time between family and work.

What needs does the family provide? Uncondi
tionallove, caring and sharing, education, nourish
ment of the character, identity... What else?

And what are our responsibilities to one
another, as one big global family? How do we take
care of the infants, the alter-abled, the invisible, and
the silent species on the planet that could not
survive without our help and cooperation?

As we approach the Holiday Season, Family
is the theme for this issue of Skipping Stones.
We all have a family of some sorts, large or small.
Sometimes, it's a family of friends. Some young
people join gangs to get support, respect, identity.

Most of our celebrations involve families. Not
just Mother's Day, Father's Day, Thanksgiving,
or Christmas. I can't think of one festival in India
that does not nurture family bonds. And, we
celebrate some festivals like Raksha-bandhan
and Bhaidooj, which especially promote bonds
of love between brothers and sisters.

In our modem world, where we travel so far
and so much, where electronics and modem
technology give us so much mobility, we need to
focus on strengthening the family and keeping
the family spirit alive.

The family feature is sure to trigger many
memories, thoughts and feelings in each one of
you, no matter where you live or what cultural
heritage you have. One of the many writings that
touched me was sent by Talia Watson, a fifth
grader in, Madison, Wisconsin-

Mothers
Mothers are like

streams of pure water.
They never stop running

To take care of what they love.
In many cultures, when you visit someone, they

say, "Mi casa es su casa-My home is your home."

~ puerta e8m::P~j:;r~
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I found it totally fascinating
and could not put it down until I

finished it from cover to cover. Then I read
it to my two older boys-ages 8 and 7. They
loved it too. My children are pen pals also,
writing to many children around the world. They
have always wanted to correspond with Native
Americans, but we have not been able to find
anyone who can help us. Does your magazine
ever include pen pals who are Native Americans?

-Maura Szigethy, Lake Peekskill, New York

I commend you on the high quality of
consciousness and integrity which radiates from
your publication. I am so pleased to have
discovered it. Many thanks for providing a
valuable, meaningful magazine in a world which
dearly needs such quality for our young people!

-Naima Shea, Nevada City, California

I have made so many pen pals through your
awesome organization! I have learned about
different cultures, places, and about the people.
I just love getting letters like every other day.
All together, I think I have about 35 letters from
14 different pen pals.

-Michelle Divita, 12, Boca Raton, Florida

Hi Skipping Stones!
Thank you for your letter and your magazine!

We think that it is a very good idea to publish a
magazine where young people from the whole
world can write. Especially, we liked the article
about the dance of Eastern India.

Interesting enough, you will also find
Indian dancing here in Rinkeby, where we live.

Rinkeby is a place in Sweden outside our
capital Stockholm. Here live 14,000 people
from the whole world, just 15 minutes from the
center of Stockholm.

We are ordinary people, not very rich, not
very poor. Our parents work in the tube, in
shops and in restaurants. Many study, and
some are unemployed.

Our school is a senior level school. You
must go nine years in school in Sweden, and
almost everybody does. The majority even
study 11 or 12 years.

In our school, we are 95% immigrants. In
our class, we are 22 pupils from Turkey, Chile,
India, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, France, Iran, Poland,
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Kurdistan, Sweden, Morocco and Lebanon.
We are from 13 to 16 years old.

In our school, we change classrooms for every
subject, and we have boxes in the hall where we
keep our books. We like sports. One good
football player whom we admire is Romano from
Brazil. Another is the hockey player, Wayne
Gretzky, from Canada. We also have many good
sportspeople in Sweden, for example, Magnus
Larsson in tennis.

Rave is the most popular dance over here.
The fashion of dancing is changing rapidly. Just
a couple of months ago, hip-hop was popular, but
now it is out of fashion. Rap is still in though.

Here in Rinkeby we have a youth centre
where you can go whenever you feel like it.
There is a disco every Saturday.

All religions can be found here. You will meet
Muslims, Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews and
even people who believe in other religions. The
majority though are Muslims and Christians, and
we have a Mosque as well as a church here.

Around Rinkeby, there is a lot of beautiful
nature-woods with animals like deer and
squirrels.

Something we like about Rinkeby is, that
here is very little racism!

Warm Regards from,
Rushdi, Samir, Stefan, Elise, Ivana, Mamta, Sanna,

Kata, Marzie, Shazia, in Rinkeby, Sweden



Baby Sister

Content with the Earth's
treasures, she is governed by

curiosity
- Brooke Herron, 15, Riverton, Wyoming

Mayan mother and daughter team selling their
weavings to tourists in Panajachel, beside Lake
Atitldn in Guatemala. Photo by Ron Spector, Eugene

I want to be her friend.
But I want to be her friend.

For I am her Mother,
For I am her Daughter,

And I love my Daughter.
And I love my Mother.

- Tara Ashcraft, 15, St. Paul, Minnesota

A Special Feature on Family
Two Voices: Mother and Daughter

The daughter of mine,
The mother ofmine,

Has a beautiful face,
Has a beautiful face,

That lights up with wonder and awe.
That is always wondering about me.

But I just don't understand,
But sometimes she just doesn't understand.,

Why it's so hard to be a mother,
What it's like to be a daughter,

Who is struggling to be "cool" for her daughter.
She wants to be "cool."

She is constantly nagging and is always saying "no."
She is constantly nagging and is always saying "no."

People tell me that is what a teenager is for.
My friends don't have mothers like that.

H seems like she hates me.
It really bugs me.

Although I know it's not true.
When she tries to be like me.

I embarass her... sometimes.
She embarasses me... sometimes.

My Mother
My mother is like a grand piano
Conveying sweet, calming words

Of encouragement
That flow like music.

Her firm voice reassures me
Every step of the way.

Her sensitivity to my problems
Overwhelms me.

And I am given new strength.
- Katrina Froehle, 14

Mendota Heights, Minnesota

A Family in Rajasthan, India
Photo by Paul Quayle, Japan

.. ~;,~.
/ ..····A\
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My Sister
My Sister,

her high-pitched voice. , .
The way she can catch almost anyone s attentIOn.

The way her mouth curls when
she smiles.

The way she can charm
all the lower grade teachers.

My Sister,
the way she dresses

herself in the morning.
The way she knows how to get her way.

The way she tries to do her hair.
The way she can do anything she wants,

and not look the other way at all.
My Sister,

the way she can tum
the world on with her smile.
She can tum a nothing day

and suddenly make it all seem worthwhile.
And that's why I and everyone

who knows her
loves her.

-Michael Robinson, 12, Kent, Connecticut

My Guiding Light
As a child I was blessed with something greater

than any other force on this earth, a twin.
She was my only playmate when I had no others.
Somehow she always made the day a little brighter

than it seemed.
We stuck together every step of the way,

One always pulling the other.
She never stopped encouraging and pushing me

farther than I ever imagined I could go.
Even though there were thunderstorms that ~ade .

their way through our sisterhood and fnendshlp,
She stood by my side, day in and day out.
Though romances, friends, and new experience~

came along, nothing disturbed our friendship.
For not even the jaws of life could pull

what we have apart.
She's always been there, helping and advising me,

Sort of like my guiding light,
never to be extinguished.

- Courtney Bordone, Marlboro Middle School
Morganville, New Jersey
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My Little Brother
My little brother is little.
He says he is so big.
At dinner time he's picky,
Or else he is a pig!
My little brother runs about.
He's always getting cuts.
My little brother screams and screams.
He's wild and drives me nuts!
My little brother doesn't listen.
You'd hear a lot of ''NO!''
My little brother is sometimes funny.
He's rough with cousin Joe.
My little brother wants to play.
He likes to play outside.
He always yells at Dad until...
My Dad gives him a ride.
My little brother might lick you.
I think I'm getting rabies!
My little brother plays puppy.
He's acting like a baby!
My little brother chases squirrels.
He tattletales on me!
His birthday is in December.
I guess he's only three.
My little brother is very small.
I hope he'll grow up one day. .
But since sometimes he's my only fnend,
I guess he is okay.

- Christina Bartell, 8, Madison, Wisconsin



My Dad - The Best Cook
My family owns a restaurant. Last year, I

watched my dad cooking in the restaurant
kitchen. He was making eggplant sauce. I
watched him cook fried rice. He would toss the
rice three feet in the air and catch it back in the
pan. I watched him chop up a carrot quickly
into even slices. I asked him, "How fast can
you make a carrot into slices?"

He answered, ''I don't really know."
I said, "Can I time you?"
He agreed. My dad started to slice. And

when he had finished with the carrot, it was
17.3 seconds. He can chop any vegatable in the
restaurant. My dad can cook over 300 things.

One day, my dad took me down to the
basement and opened a box with all his recipes.
The recipies were all written in Chinese. He
asked me if I could read them. I said no. My
dad said that I was stupid. We had an argument.
After five minutes, I got angrier and walked
away but then cooled off. I returned to where
my dad was still shuffling through the recipes
and asked, "Can you teach me how to make
eggplant? Can you give me the recipe? Then I
can give the recipe to my teacher." My teacher
always complimented me on my dad's eggplant
whenever she's been to our restaurant.

My dad agreed to give me the recipe. Every
day I got home, I would try and try. Every day
I would fail and fail. Now, after a year, I know
how to make the eggplant just right. I make it
well enough to serve to the customers who
come to the restaurant. Maybe my teacher will
come in someday, when I can take my tum at
cooking her favorite eggplant.

- Ken Chan, 8th grade, Eugene, Oregon

Rambunctious Children
Bouncing stars,
Jumping beans,

Wild animals tearing across the sea
Rivers running rapidly around the earth

Fires burning wildly
Wild children run, run, run
For the day has just begun

Tired mothers lay on the couch
While the children runabout the house.
- Whitney Little, Vandora Springs Elementary

Garner, North Carolina

The Divorce
One night a mom and dad fought and fought

and fought. Vicki and Jackie started crying and
crying and crying. It was a cold rainy night. Vicki
started to run around everywhere. Jackie started
screaming her head off like crazy. Sheila, the
mom, said, ''We have to get divorced tonight!!!"

Vicki stopped running. Jackie stopped
screaming. Then Vicki and Jackie did not move
one muscle. They were as still as ice. After one
minute, instead of only Jackie screaming, Vicki
did too. Dale, the dad stood still for one hour!!
Then Dale left. The children, Vicki and Jackie,
were really sad. And so was Sheila.

When Dale got a new home, the girls went
there every Thursday. Every night the girls
prayed and prayed that Sheila would get a new
husband or marry Dale again. The girls cried
when they thought about their dad!!

One day when Vicki got sick, Dale could not
do one little itsy bitsy, tiny winey bit. Dale had
to call Sheila because he did not know what to
do. He was asking himself, ''What should I do?"
Sheila said, ''Dale give her some Robitussin."

Then one day Sheila asked Dale can we get
married again? Dale said, "Let's ask the girls,"
very excitedly.

The girls said, ''Yes'' right away! And they
got married again. The girls were very happy!!

Jackie can do homework with Dale, and
Vicki can help make supper with mom. "Get
some pepper," asks mom, and Vicki gets it for
her. "Get some pencils," asks Dale politely.
And Jackie gets some pencils. When Sheila and
Vicki were done with supper, Jackie and Dale
said, 'This is as good as sticky, hot fried chicken."
And they all had a great life.

- Vicki Fuhrman, 8, Champlin, Minnesota. The
story is her perception of a very sad time in her life and
her hopes for a brighter future.

Maxine
Time for school, Maxine.

Oh, Maxine! Remember, Maxine...
Walk straight to school.

Straight as an arrow, Maxine!
-Patricia Hozappel, 8, Evansville, Indiana
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Did you know that our Global Family...
• Family bonds and social structures are much

stronger in the so called "developing countries."
The society has many customs and traditions that
families are expected to observe.

• Elders are given utmost respect and care in
the traditional societies, including Native cultures.
Because of their life-experiences and wisdom, the
family and the community relies on the elders for
guidance. Elders naturally base their decisions on
a long-term view - How will their decisions affect
future generations? In some indigenous cultures,
women head the family and the community.

• Low-income families, and that's over one
billion people in Asia alone, live in close quarters.
Their homes are smaller, one or two rooms.

• Many Asians and Africans, especially in rural
areas, live as extended families-aunts, uncles,
cousins, grandparents. As a result, there is more
communication, more contact and more family
bonds. And no hired babysitters!

• In rural Mexico, Central America, Africa and
Asia, children help their family by working. They
help fetch water, bring firewood, plant or harvest
crops, graze animals, care for younger siblings...
These children are equal partners in the family.

• In India, arranged marriages are very
common. Parents may choose the spouse for their
children. And, the marriage becomes afamily
affair, celebrated in a big way with relatives and
friends. But the dowry system, even though it is
illegal, makes many parents go in debt to get their
daughters married in a "respectable" manner.

• In India, 14 November is Children's Day.
In Japan, 5 May is Tango No Sekku (Boy's Day),
and 3 March is Hinamatsuri (Girl's Day).

• The United States has the highest rate of
teenage pregnancy in the Industrial world. A
majority of unmarried teenagers in the U.S., who
get pregnant, have had to cope with abusive
behavior (violent or sexual) from one or both
parents at home. And chances are high that a
unwed teen-mother will not get her high school
diploma due to increased demands on her time.

• Unfortunately, domestic violence against
women is much too common. In many countries,
over 30% women experience abuse at home!

• Family names are important in many cultures,
and parents prefer to have at least one son to
carryon the family name. In Asia and Africa,
senior citizen residences and nursing homes for
the elderly are uncommon. The eldest son is
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The Rojas Family. They are Quechua Indians
who live by the Lago de Yahuintucio in Peru.
Photo by Dick Keis, an ESL teacher, Corvallis, Oregon.

expected to look after the parents in their old age.
• In the People's Republic of China, with some

1.1 billion people, the strict government policy of
population control allows only one or two
children per family. As a result, many families find
themselves in a hard position of deciding what to
do when a girl child is conceived or born.

• In the city of Munich, Germany, nowadays
more people live as singles than as families!

• Intentional communities and co-housing offer
an alternative to the nuclear family, conserving
resources and providing a sort of extended family
of friends and neighbors with similar goals in life.

• Many families in the U.S. are homeschooling
their children for varied reasons such as religion,
family values, better education and supervision.
Increased crime, drug abuse and violence in public
schools, makes homeschooling attractive.

• In many developing countries even
elementary education is a luxury. As many as
40% of the children in low-income families, mostly
girls, are denied this basic human right as their
familes struggle for basic needs-food and shelter.
In Hongkong and Japan, where the competition is
tough, kids have private tutors along with school.



Grandparents in Latvia. Photo by Guntis Plesums

I'll See you in My Dreams
Rock, Rock, the sound of her chair.
She would still rock if she were there.

She loved me a lot and she cooked in a pot,
but now she's gone.

Sometimes it's hard not to cry,
but I do see her in the sky.

She got very old,
but still she's like a person of gold.

She always wanted to take flight like a dove,
and her heart would always be full of love.

She always had a bright smiling gleam, but I still
and always will see her in my own special dream.

-Courtney Chandler, 9, Littleton, Colorado

My Grandmom
There was a lady who held my hand,
I only knew her as my Gram.
Her life was always neat and clean,
She picked up after me and was never mean.
She made me laugh when I knew I shouldn't
And covered for me with Mom and Pop.
One day I overheard a cry from Mom,
I knew not why.
I later was told my Grandmom had died.
It was a very sad December day,
It happened to be my birthday.
All my tears I wiped away
As I said good-bye to my Gram that day.
Mom and I miss her very much.
We wish that we could touch,
That special lady who held my hand.
Yes, I love and miss my special Gram.

-Bryan Tornetta, 12, Morristown, Pennsylvania

Pickin' Peas
Somewhere inside me,

There is a memory
Of my Great Gramma,
Her worn, frail body

In her faded, flowered dress.
Her hair is thinning

And her sight is slightly blurred.
She has a hard time

Remembering things now
But she remembers the peas.

Always the peas.
The sweet, juicy peas.

We laugh as we pick them
From the trellis they climb,

Growing closer to God.
More peas went in our mouths

Than in the basket,
But no one cared.

The sweet, juicy peas
Certainly did not.

Now Gramma is in Heaven
Pickin' peas for God.

Don't eat'em all, Gramma!
Save some for me!

-Cherree Marie Hunter, 14, Petersburg, Alaska

My Family
The people I call my family are the ones

that I grew up with sharing everything. I
was born the only child, and my father denied
responsibility so my grandpa and grandma
took care of me from the day I was born up to
now. I hear that I have got brothers and sisters
because my father, after leaving Mum, remarried.
Anyway, I have never met them.

My grandpa and grandma are very nice
people and also Christians. We all go to
church on Sundays, myself and my niece, who
completed ordinary level education last year.
I have got my uncle who is undergoing a three
year course at a bible college. We often have
a good time. My mom, who works in Gweru,
pays us a visit at the end of every month. I'm
so happy that I live with the kind of people I
live with because they are always there for me
and willing to help. My grandpa, who retired
from work because of illness, always tells us
jokes and folktales and also what he used to
do when he was about my age. I love them.

-Fortunate Muchuwa, 15, Zimbabwe
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My Grandfather: Baba Arnte and Anandwan

Can you imagine that leprosy patients,
who do not have their whole fingers, built this
Anandwan! Yes, that's true. They not only
built Anandwan, but also they built Somnath,
Hemalkasa, Ashokwan, Nagepalli (other sister
communities of Anandwan). They built the
Dome houses in Killari where the earthquake
had destroyed most homes in 1993.

The Dome houses are better than any other
houses in Killari. They are beautiful. In the
summer they are cool. And they are earthquake
proof. They take less money to build.

The leprosy patients at Anandwan make very
beautiful greeting ~ards, furniture, silk-screen
paintings, and batik prints. They print, weave,
sew and do a whole lot of other work. If I tell
you about all of it, it will take the whole page.

The people here in Anandwan are living
together like a very big family. They think of
Baba like their father (Baba means father in
Marathi, my mother tongue) and my
grandmother, Sadhanataee like their mother.
They think of my father as their Bhau (brother)
and my mother, as their Vahini (sister-in-law).

If you get the chance to come to Anandwan,
don't miss it. You will be
very happy here. I am
inviting you to come and
see Anandwan. You are
always welcome here.

Good-bye and I hope .
to meet you soon.

-Sheetal Amte, 14,
Post Anandwan, Warora,
442907 Dist. Chandrapur,
Maharashtra, INDIA

I think you know about
Baba Amte and the Anandwan
community. You know of his
work from this magazine (Vol.
3, no. 2). I am Baba's

; granddaughter. I am 14 and
studying in the 9th grade.

Baba is really a great social
worker; he has received

many honors for his work with leprosy patients.
Baba is very determined (stubborn), and he

completes whatever he wants. He left Anand
wan in 1989. Now he is living near the village
of Choti Kasarawad, on the banks of the river
Narmada, 800 kms. away from here.

I see in Baba a great kindness. He cares
about all sad, handicapped and poor people.
We all can learn a lot from him.

I think Baba likes social work. He lives very
simply. He wears only half-pants (shorts) and a
khadi banyan (hand spun cotton sleevless tee
shirt). He always has a walking stick in his hands
(he is over 80 years old), and his chappals (sandles)
are always made of used car tires, in Anandwan.

Baba is very good with children and guests.
He is always ready to welcome them.

Baba cannot sit because of the back trouble he
has had. He always takes his meals while standing.

Baba wants us to take meals in the community
mess. But I don't like this rule. I like to take my
meals with my whole family. I think most of you
eat the food cooked by your mother. I am not
different; I also like to eat food made by my mother.

Our life is very social. My father, mother, uncle
and aunt are all doctors. They are social workers.
So our life is more social than necessary. BuL.but
I want the simple family life like you.

In Anandwan, it's like a little village. We live
very happily and are friends to one another. There
are all kinds of people here- Hindus, Muslims,
Sikhs, Christians-they live together happily in
brotherhood.

In Anandwan, there is no pollution. There are
plenty of big trees, large tanks (ponds) and
colourful flowers and birds everywhere. It's very
clean. Not dirty like the city. There are two large
nurseries, mainly of roses. Large gardens of
beautiful roses. Selling roses is one of the main
businesses here.
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Mother May I?
Mother may I take a stroll May I whisper to a leprechaun,
down San Francisco streets, one lovely Irish day,
or dally up to Arctic lands, or search for hidden answers
and desert the summer heat? in the city of Pompeii?

Can I flee to Switzerland? May I ride a double decker bus,
The snowcapped Alps I'll ski, down foggy London roads,
or ride across to Hong Kong or visit old King Tut

for a Chinese cup of tea? before the Pyramids erode?

Can I take a ride to India Can I reach the peak of Everest,
on an elephant for two, on my journey to Nepal,
or hide inside the pouch or speak twisted German words,
of an Austrailan kangaroo? amidst the ruins of the Berlin Wall?

May I pick a cherry blossom May I Mardi Gras in New Orleans,
on my visit to Japan, one Tuesday in the spring,

or view the work of painters or inspect the forbidden city,
while I'm visiting Milan? deep within Beijing?

May I visit New York City,
to kiss the cheek of Liberty,
or sail across the ocean,
to the frigid Baltic sea?

Mother, if you won't allow me
any of these trips,

I've only one last request
and then I'll seal my lips.

On Friday night, I want the keys to .
daddy's brand new car,
but mother don't you worry,
I won't take it very far!

-Brooke Herron, 15, is a sophomore at
Riverton High, in the least populated
state, Wyoming (Pop. 450,000). She
has won the Wyoming Young Author

Award twice. She enjoys the beautiful
wildlife and nature that Wyoming offers.

-Sarah Roberts, 8th grader, Rockford Middle School, Michigan
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The Great Pen Pal Family Album

-Tehya Shea-M~2

-Ragnhild Bronsek,14, SWEDEN

I enjoy table tennis, swimming,
disco, and being with my friends. I
have a cat, named Mansson. I have
just studied English for three years. I
live in Sweden on a little island in the
Baltic Sea. The island's name is Oland.
Oland is very beautiful. In the northern
parts of Sweden we have snow. On
Oland we have many good beaches.

-Cecila Andersson, 12, SWEDEN

I live in Whittier, California. It's
a big city! I love all sports. I am on
the swim team, and an Irish dancing
team (I really want Irish pen pals)!
I like hiking, reading, writing, and
going to the mall. I will write all
the time and I hope you will! I like
good friends that are there for me
when I need them. I also like roller
blading, weight lifting, and hard
work. I am a sports nut! Oh, and
one more thing - I am a home-
schooler. - Oona Jordan, 13

PE.A:c. E. IN

Tehya Shea-Minger, 12

I live in Nevada City
which is above Sacramento
in California. It is an old
mining town. It's small and
I know everyone! I can't
seem to draw a picture of
my family that even looks
similar to humans!

-Noralina Robinsong, 8

I like to draw, make posters, cards
and letters. I like people. Free
thinking people who are not
judging bring the most happiness.

-Noralina Robinsong, 8

I want to be a professional writer.
I love people and try to be happy
as much as I can. We live in a nice
house with a big yard. I love to
swim. The world is beautiful.

-Sayulita Robinsong, 14

I am a gymnast. My family travels
a lot. We live in Lancaster, South
Carolina. Next year, we will live
in Mexico. I like to swim and
ride bikes.

-Jacqueline Robinsong, 6

I am very good at track. I have
lived in 26 states and Mexico.

-Ushuia Robinsong, 12

I like to draw, ride my bike, and do
gymnastics. This year and the past one, I
started to compete in gymnastics. It is my
favorite sport. I live with my mom and my
grandparents. My mom and dad are
divorced.
- Amanda Robertson, 10, Northbrook, Illinois

Your response to the second
Great Pen Pal Exchange was great!
Here, we share some of the Family
Portraits and excerpts of letters
you sent in. If you would like to
write to anyone, just send us a
SASE with your request. - Editors
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-Ragnhild Bronsek, 14, SWEDEN

. I live in a quiet place called Delmar, which
IS not too far north from Albany, the capital
of New York. I love animals. My favorites
are house cats and tigers. I like sports like
swimming, floor hockey, tennis, softball,
baseball and fencing. I also love school. My
favorite classes are Math, English, and Art.

-Connie Higgins-Beer, 10, New York

I live in Harare, the capital city
of Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe is full of
attractive places. It is a landlocked
counry. I enjoy reading teenage
magazines, music, dancing, letter
writing and watching TV. When I
grow up, I want to be a profes
sional model and an air hostess.
-Tandiwe Ngwenya, 15, Zimbabwe

I live in Eugene, Oregon.
There are a lot of kids on my
block, and fortunately, it's
pretty clean. I enjoy sports,
especially soccer and basket
ball. I like to draw and to
write stories (usually mystery/
adventure). And I like to read
Skipping Stones.

-Elke Richers-Celis, 11

I live in the country with my mom
and my cat, Lucita. Some of the
things I like to do are play in the
woods, play soccer, swim, write, talk,
dance, and make jewelry. I also like
to speak Spanish with my family.
- Cara Fucci, Age 11, Cropseyville, NY

I live on a Christmas tree farm and
nursery. I like to go exploring in the
woods, hiking, camping, swimming and
biking. I also like reading, writing letters,
cooking, gardening, living history and
taking time to think.
-Selena Bittberner, 12, Parkers Prarie, MN

I go to a school
that has only 56
kids! My teacher
brings Skipping
Stones to school.
That's why I'm
writing. I like to
play hockey and
lacrosse.

-Matt Martin, 10
East Greenbush, NY

I live by the edge of
some woods, and it is
really beautiful there.
I can walk to the
Susquehanna River.
I have a horse, 2 cats,
and a dog. My favorite
things to do are to ride
my horse, Jenny, and "~~n)

to walk in the woods!
-Marie Getz, 12
Wrightsville, PA

I am a tomboy. If you don't live in America, you
should come and visit one day. Please write to me!

- Lana Krajewski, 10, Northbrook, Illinois
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-Rebecka Waros, 15

I live on the shore of Lake Erie. We are right
across the lake from Canada. Erie is very cold and
snowy in the winter and very hot and humid in the
summer. I have two younger sisters. I like shop
ping, dancing music, magazines, Asian languages
and cultures, world history, especially, Japan, China,
Vietnam, India, Thailand, and the Middle East.

-Rebecka Waros, 15, Erie, Pennsylvania

-Paige Heron, 10, Arizona
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I like to ride my A mi me gusta jugar
bike and play with con camiones y andar en
trucks! I like to mi bicicleta. Me gusta
play with my sister jugar con mi hermana
Marien and my Marien y con mi amigo
Guatemalan friend guatemalteco, Mario.
Mario. We play Nosotros jugamos
castle and family castillo y familia y
and play in the dirt. jugamos en la arena.
I go to school half Asisto a la escuela al
of the day. I like medio dia. Me gusta
being in my family. vivir con mi familia

-Hank Ainley, 6 Parkinsville, Vermont

-Ashley Ennis, 9

We live on a farm with lots of animals
chickens, horses, cows, ducks, dogs, cats and
lots of mud. I like to ride horses, play tennis,
play the flute and ride my bicycle.

-Ashley Ennis, 9, Cambridge, Idaho

I am in a poor family but not a very
poor family. I am in form 3. I am studying
very hard to improve my life and help my
parents and also my young sisters. I admire
everybody at home and at school, and they
admire me too.

A poem I wrote on the huge problem
of AIDS in my country:

"Why Must We Die This Way:"
We are born to live

We know we die
But must we live
This life, this way

Think brother, think sister
Zimbabwe still needs you.

I think to join and build peace and
friendship with other people who you don't
even know is a very good thing.

- Elnet Ndou, 15, Beit Bridge, Zimbabwe



We are in the process of redesigning the
magazine. We would love to know what
changes you would like to see in the contents,
looks or the editorial style. Please selld your
comments to the Editor.

Skipping Stones would be even better if:
It would be better in color. -Dennis Wisnam, 12

It can't be better! - Ragnhild Sransek, 14, Sweden

I don't think any adjustments should be made. I
like it just the way it is. -Amanda Robertson, 10

If it had a page of drawings by little and big kids
from all over. -Sayulita Robinsong, 14

If they had some color photos in the magazine and
if it were not so expensive. -Bryson, 9

Have at least one Great Pen Pal issue full of pen pal
addresses, experiences, stories,
friendship stories each year.

-Frank, 13

If they tried picking details
about people who need pen pals
or publish how they started to
have their names.

-Stephan, 10, Zimbabwe

If it came out more often.
- Ushuaia Robinsong, 12

If we could learn a different
language through Skipping
Stones. -Laura Fincher, 10

If you interviewed some kids
in every continent and country
about their foods, schools and
families. -Julia I., 9

If the magazine was bigger
and had more stuff in it.

-Jessica, 9
More pen pals from all

countries... -Stephanie, 13

Add some color n' more
pictures!

- Tanya Shea-Minger, 12

If you provide those puzzles
and magazines for a basic use
free, only because some of us
don't have much money.

-James, 15, Zimbabwe

If you had some contests in
it. Like maybe something about
nature or sports.

-Lana Krajewski, 10

More stuff to do, like mazes and games. -Hank, 6

This magazine is perfectly perfect, but it would be
better if people wrote song words, and if there were
teenage reporters. -Tandiwe Ngwenya, 15

What I like about Skipping Stones:
My favorite thing about Skipping Stones is: I can

send letters all over the world. - Kushanda Mitchell, 11
I really like reading other kid's stories and the

drawings. -Elke Richers-Celis, 11

You allow kids to write. It helps children write
freely; we can really write our feelings.

-Amanda Robertson, 10
The effort that Skipping Stones puts out to get

kids from different places together. -Jesse Pickard, 11

Each issue talks about a different country
or culture and its people. - Julia I., 9

It goes not just in the United States but
everywhere. - Laura Fincher, 10

The poems, because they are qui te
beautifully written.-Katherine Brainard, 10

To see and hear about differnet people
that are not like me! - Jessica Burton, 9

Very interesting, educational and fun to
read. I like reading articles, and writing to
the pen pals. -Stephanie Prophet, 13

It tells about different religions and not
just one. It shows pictures from around the
world. -Paige Heron, 10

It has so many multicultural stories.
-Aaron Banks, 10

Poems about nature and Indian Legends.
- Marie Getz, 12

They know how to help children... A
great way to build peace and friendship in
the world and to share how cultures are.
It is very important to us children.

- Einet Ndou, 15, Zimbabwe

It is great that they are getting me in ..
touch with someone from another country. i~

-Connie Higgins-Beer, 10,S
.\.11 •

Pen Pal Page, the articles, full length . ;;;
stories, and the drawings.

-Sayulita Robinsong, 14

Teaches us about different cultures from
many diffenent lands. I also like the way
they put the children's work in the magazine. -Rebecka Waros, 15, Erie, PA

- Bryson Barnes, 9

It helps children to make the world a better place
and to correspond with other children around the world.

-Isabel Mujokoro, Zimbabwe
It encourages more communication between people

of different countries. It helps us to understand that
we can unite and be one despite our skin colour.

-Tandiwe Ngwenya. 15, Zimbabwe

I like Skipping Stones because not only are you
learning, but having fun at the same time!

- Lana Krajewski, 10
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The Religion's Main Teaching
Live constantly with pure compassion for
all forms of life. Do good deeds and
avoid evil deeds.

God wants people to be good and merciful.
All people are a reflection of God and
deserve being treated with goodness.

Jesus taught people to love God and to
love one's neighbor as oneself.

A Religious Custom
Tsog: celebration of food offering

Buddhism: dedicated for any purpose, such as
for an ill person.

Hanukkah: recalls the miracle of the
Judaism: Jews regaining the Temple from the

Greeks; candles are lit 8 evenings.

Christmas: celebration of the birth
Christianity: of Jesus. Churches depict the birth.

Season of gift sharing.

True, religious customs are different, but it is most reassuring to realize that the teachings of all
religions direct us to show goodness, forgiveness and love. Living the healing way, the core of all
spirituality, is beautifully examplified by the following story.

Some people do Christmas, other people do Hanukkah. A boy in my class does
neither. He's from Japan and does something else. What do you do? - D.S.

Dear D.S.: It may feel confusing that people who are in one class
in school celebrate different religious holidays. You mention a
Jewish and a Christian custom. Likely your Japanese classmate's family
is Buddhist. Let's look at these three spiritual traditions represented in your class.

OLD JOE
Two brothers had farms next to one another. They were the best of

friends, the best of neighbors-until-one day, a calf belonging to one brother
wrongly entered the bam of the other brother. At night, this brother sneaked
into his bam and branded the calf with his mark unobserved.

From the next morning on, the brothers began fighting over the calf. They soon fought
over everything and before long, they vouched to never speak to each other again.

One day, OLD JOE passed along the road. Seeing one of
the brothers, he asked: "Do you need anything built on your
placeT' "Why yes! Build me a fence between me and my
neighbor that will never fall down. I have to go to town, but
I'll be back by sundown."

Indeed he returned as the sun was about to set, and instead of a fence,
he saw a beautifully crafted bridge from his land to his brother's. The two brothers ran toward each
other in a tearful embrace. Admission about the stolen calf, forgiveness and great rejoicing followed.
As OLD JOE's wagon started down the road, he was heard saying,

"I have places to go and things to do..."

The purpose of all holiday celebrations, whatever tradition, is
to take OLD JOE into our hearts and, instead of putting up angry
fences between people, be bridge builders of love and forgiveness.

Questions? Comments? Write to-
Dear Hanna In Peace,
c/o Skipping Stones ~
Post Office Box 3939
Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA ~

Illustrations by Elizabeth Corbett, Syracuse, New York
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The Marshall Islands
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The Marshall Islands (Population 55,000) are
made of two chains of islands and atolls; a
total of 1,152 islands and islets spread over
500,000 square miles in the Central Pacific
Ocean. The total land area is about 180 sq.
miles. It's warm and humid in the Marshall
Islands. The average temperature is 81°F, and
the temperature may change less than 12°F.
Rain fall is about 15 inches a year on average.
October and November are the wettest months.
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Fish is the most important food in the Marshallese
diet. Seafood eaten includes sharks, sea turtles,
marlin, tuna, octopus, and many other types of fish.

Twelve men must work for a month to build a
small outrigger canoe from the breadfruit tree.
When finished, it will hold three or four people.

The jebwa is an intricate stick dance found only
on the island of Ujae. The dancers are all men
who start training from about the age of six.
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Can you guess why this house is built on wooden
stilts? When the weather is fair, the underneath
also provides a cool spot for many activities.
The Islands lie only a few feet above sea level so
typhoons have devastating effects when they
hit. People stay and rebuild after the storms.

The Marshallese value their children highly; every
child is wanted and adored. Children are given a great
amount of freedom on the islands. Popular pastimes
include storytelling, napping, playing softball or just
"hanging out" with friends.
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Why do you suppose this person
is climbing this palm tree?



The leaves of the palm tree are used to
weave hats and sleeping mats called jake.

Without electricity on the islands,
cooking is done over an open fire
or in an earth oven called an urn.
Here food is wrapped in leaves
and put in a pit lined with heated
stones and firewood. More
leaves are placed on top of the
food, then covered with sand.

Although eating utensils are available,
most people prefer to eat with their
fingers. Meals are always eaten in groups.
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All the basic subjects,
including English, are
taught in the Marshall
Islands' schools. Students
who pass an exit exam at
the end of eighth grade will
go away to the high school
in the capital city, Marjuro.

Marshallese Sayings
• If a butterfly comes into your house,
you will soon have visitors. But if a
hermit crab comes in, you will move
to another place.

• If birds are heard crying at night,
ghosts are approaching your village.

• If a man accidently bites his tongue,
he will have good luck in fishing.

The photographs were taken by Jonathan
Langley, a Peace Corps Volunteer in
the Marshall Islands from 1991-1993.
The captions are by Jonathan's mother,
Wanda Langley ofAthens, Georgia.
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There is at least one church
on every island and several
on the larger islands. Most of
the churches are Protestant,
but all religions are tolerated
in the Marshall Islands.



Why the Cat and Dog Do Not Get Along
A Folktale from the Marshall Islands

J1I t one time, Cat and Dog were very good When Dog brought the food back to the boat,
friends. They lived together on a little island in Cat said,"I am not that hungry. You go ahead
one of the atolls in the middle of the ocean. and eat."
They always went boating together. Then Dog thought,"Well, that is strange," but ate
something happened to change that friendship. the birds and crabs anyway.

The King, who lived on another island in the Dog and Cat sailed off again toward the
atoll, was giving a first-year birthday party for King's island. They sailed and sailed. Finally
his daughter. This is called a kamem and is the Cat said, "I do not know what is wrong with me.
most important celebration in the life of any I am so tired."
Marshallese. And the fact that the King was Dog said, "Well, you go on down. I will
giving the party made it all the more important. handle everything." Cat went down in the boat.

When Cat and Dog received the invitation, Of course, it began eating more lard.
they said, "Well, we have to go, and we have to Dog got very hungry from all that work so it
carry a most important gift. Now, what shall we stopped at another island and went gathering
bring?" some more food. Again Cat said it was not

Then one of them said, "I know. I have a hungry. Dog thought, "Well, something is
new can of cooking lard." wrong. Cat is not eating anything. It must not

Now, the Marshallese like cooking lard very feel well at all."
much. They fry food, like doughnuts, in the lard. They finally set sail again. This time Dog did
This was a valuable gift indeed. not ask Cat to help him, and Cat did not offer.

"Yes," they both said, "We shall carry the Instead, it went down into the boat and ate still
new can of cooking lard as a gift to the King." more lard.

Cat and Dog got in the boat. They stowed Finally they reached the island of the King.
the can of lard down inside the boat and started As Dog dragged the boat on the beach, Cat filled
to sail. They sailed and sailed. A Marshallese the empty lard can with sand. Cat said, "Since
boat usually takes two people to sail it. One you did all the work, you should be the one to
person moves the rudder, and the other person take this gift to the King."
holds the rope for the sail. But one person can Dog took the can and went off to the King's
do both if that person is very talented. hut. Meanwhile, Cat pushed the boat back into

Cat decided that it wanted some of the lard the water and started sailing home.
because it was getting very hungry. Cat said, Dog entered the King's hut and said, "Here
"You know, Dog, you are very good at sailing a is my gift for your daughter on her kamem day."
boat, but I don't think you can handle it all on The King said, "Oh, a can of lard! This is a
Your own." wonderful gift. Thank you, Dog. We shall cook

Dog said,"Sure I can. I can hold the rudder some doughnut~ with it right away."
and the sail rope at the same time." The King opened the can and saw it was full

Cat said,"I am getting very sleepy. I was of sand. He was very insulted and ordered the
thinking of going down and taking a nap." dog punished. At that point, Dog realized why

"Well, you go on down and sleep," said Cat had not been hungry. Dog knew that it had
Dog. "I will take care of everything." been fooled as it watched Cat sail away.

Cat went down to take a nap. Or so Dog And since that time, cats and dogs have not
thought. But Cat was down in the boat eating gotten along very well at all.
the lard from the can. - The story was told to Jonathan Langley (who

Dog stopped at one island along the way to served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Vjae, Marshall
rest and to get food. Meanwhile, Cat had eaten Islands) by a Marshallese master storyteller, Thomas.
about one fourth of the lard. Dog went about Translated by Jonathan, the story is retold by his
the island catching birds and crabs to eat. mother Wanda Langley ofAthens, Georgia.
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A Story from Hawaii-

The Lo'i of Stink Malo
Thuck. Up mauka. Thuck. Down makai.

Thuck. All around the island of Molokai: thuck!
thuck! thuck!

Proud pounds the '5'0 of Stink Malo. Thuck!
Thuck! In the mud he makes the hole. In the
hole he plants the kalo. He does this throughout
his lo'i. He will have the biggest kalo patch on
the island. Thuck. Ha'aheo stays Stink Malo.

"Stink Malo, plenty mud you have," calls his
neighbor, Dirty Nose. "I will help you."

'" A'ole pilikia," says Stink Malo. '~he mud
is kind this day. I will work hard, and it will give maku.--+-,~/

me plenty kalo."
Many neighbors have been by to offer a hand

with such a big task, but Stink Malo says,
"'A'ole." Stink Malo is ha'aheo. His Tutu
Waha gave him this lo'i, and Stink Malo wants to
prove he can work it. This way, all the kalo will
be his, and he can make a gift of it to his family.

Thuck!
Tonight, Stink Malo makes an offering to

Lono, the god of agriculture:
"Here are the leaves of my kalo. Big are the

leaves you protect us with. Look, here is the stem ''Kamapa'a,'' cries Smelly Ears.
of the kalo. Strong is the stem of the family. And "Kamapua'a," sighs Stink Malo.
here are the buds of the kalo. Plenty stay the Indeed, by the light of the moon, the
buds, just like the mouths of the children this ..•.. rascal pig, Kamapua'a, had taken much of
kalo will feed. We are blest by you, Lono.· Stink Malo's kalo.
I return what I am given." Thud. No more of the "thuck" comes

Stink Malo is very ha'aheo. from Stink Malo's '5'0.
In the morning, Stink Malo's '0'0 "I will help you," offers Dirty Nose.

is silent. Someone has taken his kalo. ''Why? I no longer have much kalo,"
''Kamapua'a,'' cries Dirty Nose. answers Stink Malo.
''Kamapua'a,'' cries Lima Limu. Pohaku Ku'i ''You have more than most," says Smelly·

Glossary of the Hawaiian words used in the story
'ae (I or aye): yes lo'i (low-ee): kalo field irrigated like a rice paddy
aloha kakahiaka (Ah-Iow-ha kah-kah-hee-ah- mahalo (mah-ha-Io): thank you

kah): good morning. This salutation is used makai (mah-k'i): a term meaning down from the
from dawn until about ten in the morning. mountain towards the sea

'a'ole (ah-olay): no or not mauka (mau-kah): a term meaning up from the
'a'ole pilikia (ah-olay pili-key-ah): no problem sea toward the mountains
ha'aha'a (ha-ah ha-ah): humble malo (mah-Iow): loincloth worn by Hawaiians
ha'aheo (ha-ah-hey-oh): to be proud Molokai (Mo-Io-ky): the fifth largest of the
hfJi* (who-ee): a general greeting !Iawaiian I~lands
kalo (kah-Iow): a crop of the Hawaiians which is nUl (nu-ee): bIg

considered the staple of their diet '0'0 (oh-oh): a digging stick
kaumaha (kow-mah-ha): heavy sadness poi (poy): a pudding make from the kalo plant
Kamapua'a: Hawaiian god who took form of a pig tutu (too-too): a grandparent (or an elder)
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Ears, "I'll help clear the weeds and stir the mud."
'" A'ole," says Stink Malo. ''But you are right.

I will not let the pig have his way. I will stir the
mud today and harvest the kalo tomorrow."

''But what if Kamapua'a returns?"
asks Lima Limu. ~~~..

"'A'ole pilikia," confides Stink
Malo. 'Tonight I will make an offer
ing to the goddess, Hina, mother of all
Molokai. She will protect my lo'i."

Thuck!
That night, Stink Malo offers to Hina: a great

leaf the size of an ocean wave. Inside the leaf is a
bud, nui enough for a family of four. Prays Stink
Malo, " return what I am given."

Today, the lo'i of Stink Malo is much smaller.
Thud. Thud. Thud. No longer is the '0'0 of Stink
Malo ha'aheo. Thud. It stands alone in the mud
of the empty lo'i. Stink Malo huddles in the shade
of a large leaf. Heavy is his heart.

''Hili!'' It is Stink Malo's grandpa, Tutu Waha.
"Aloha, kakahiaka, Stink Malo." calls Tutu Waha.

"Aloha kakahiaka, Tutu." answers a
disheartened Stink Malo.

"Oh Stink Malo, my heart is ha'aheo this
morning. I have come to offer a warm mahalo
from the family. Your lo'i has fed us all."

"What?"
''Don't be ha'aha'a, Stink Malo, "

beams Tutu Waha.

An Underground Pressure Cooker
In the kitchen, cooks often use metal pressure

cookers for more efficient food preparation. But long
before the invention of the modem pressure cooker,
ancient cooks dug their ovens in the sand.

For centuries, Hawaiians have used this under
ground oven at their traditional feast, called lu 'au
(pronouced, loo-ow), to cook whole pigs and sweet
potatoes: the imu (ee-moo).

First a large hole is dug in the ground and lined
with rocks. The Hawaiians use only certain kinds of
rocks, however. They can not use lightweight volcanic
rocks that contain air pockets, for when heated these
rocks will explode! Only solid rocks are used. These
are covered with wood, and the wood set on fire.
When the fire is burning well, more rocks are added
on top. This heats the rocks until they are glowing red.

While the rocks are heating, the pig carcasses are
prepared. The Hawaiians raise domestic pigs, but a
species of wild pig (pua'a) also lives on the islands.
Hot rocks are carefully lifted out of the hole with
tongs and stuffed inside the carcasses, which are then
wrapped with chicken wire to hold the meat together.

"But I don't understand, Tutu. Look at my
lo'i. I barely have enough left to feed myself."

''Yes, but Lano and Hina have heard your
prayers and have taken your generous offering
and fed the whole family. Only a great lo'i can
do that. And never have I heard of such a thing
on Molokai. I must tell you, Stink Malo, my
heart stays ha'aheo."

Stink Malo walks to his '0'6. Small thuck.
Stink Malo remembers his prayer. A prayer
Tutu Waha taught him: "I will return what I am
given."

"But it was Kamapua'a who took my kalo,"
puzzles Stink Malo.

Tutu Waha laughs,''You don't think Lano
or Hina would get in that mud. Kamapua'a the
pig is only too happy to carry out their wishes."

Thuck! Proud pounds the '6'6.
'The entire family?" asks Stink Malo.
"'Ae. But Stink Malo, you must let others

help. It's too much work by yourself," advises
Tiitii Waha.

Stink Malo agrees. All will help next time.
The mud will sing with many 'o'os.

The sun is high. 'Time to eat, " says TUtu
Waha. Thwack. Thwack. Proud pounds Stink
Malo. He pounds his kalo into poi. He offers it
to TutuWaha: a warm mahalo to his grandfather.

-Kamiano Stack is a Native Hawaiianfrom Hilo,
Hawaii. The story is in Hawaiian Pidgin English.

The stumps of banana plants are placed on top of
the hot rocks in the hole to provide moisture and to
insulate the meat so it will not touch the rocks and
become charred.

The pig carcasses are lowered into the hole, along
with sweet potatoes in wooden crates. Then a layer of
wet banana leaves is placed on top. Wet burlap goes
on top of the banana leaves in order to keep out sand
and dirt. Then the hole is covered
-with sand to seal the entire imu .

The imu now acts as a combi
nation pressure cooker and steam
oven. The meat cooks overnight,
and by the next day a grand feast
is ready for the hungry guests.

Although making an imu
looks like a lot of work, it is a
good way to feed a big crowd.
How else could the Hawaiian
cooks of centuries past prepare
enough pua'a to make a lu 'au
fit for their king? -Catherine Grace Jones, Kerrville, Texas

(The photo shows the author at the age of six in Hawaii.)
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A Story from India: Jester Rama and the Greedy Thieves

Jester Rama was the cleverest court jester
the King of India had ever had. Every day he
walked to the Palace to make the King and his
courtiers roll with laughter at his jokes and
tricks. Every evening he walked back to his
little house in the countryside.

One dark night, Jester Rama's wife finished
her housework. Then she made a beautiful
floor painting with rice paste. She hung up a
string of mango leaves. She knelt down by a
pot of sweet basil to say her prayers to Lord
Krishna. Suddenly she heard strange rustling
and whispering outside.

"Whatever can that be?" she wondered.
Meanwhile, Jester Rama was on his way

home from a very good day at court. The King
had given him a golden necklace. He was
thinking that soon he would have to water his
fields of yellow mustard or they would dry up
and die of thirst. As he neared his little house,
he saw shadows flickering in the moonlight
and making patterns on the mud walls.

"Who can that be? All good people
should be asleep."
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He tiptoed to the mango trees near his door.
The shadows formed the shapes of men. Their
whispers became words that filled Jester Rama
with alarm because they spoke of robbery.

Jester Rama slipped quietly into his house
where his wife was waiting anxiously.

"Thieves wanting to rob us are lurking
outside."

"0 Husband, whatever shall we do?"
Jester Jama thought for a while. "I have a plan.

No matter how strange or foolish my words may
sound, do exactly as I say. We shall outwit these
bad fellows."

He banged his front door shut as if he had only
just arrived home. "Wife!" he shouted, "I hear
that thieves are skulking around the town. We
must quickly hide all our treasures in case they
come here!"

Silently beckoning his wife to help him, Jester
Rama opened an old tin trunk full of jewelry, silks,
and gifts from the King. They hid them under the

-Illustrations by the late Uday Sengupta, Orissa, India



sleeping mats on their cots. Then they lifted the
heavy grinding stones used to make the flour for
chapati bread and loaded it into the trunk.
Although the trunk weighed many pounds, they
slowly dragged it over the doorstep, out into the
yard, and over to the well. Jester Rama pulled
while his wife pushed. They raised it high
enough to tip over the side and it sank into the
water. SPLASH!

"No one will ever think of looking for our
precious belongings in an old trunk in the bottom
of a deep well," Jester Rama said loudly enough
to be heard in the grove of trees where the
thieves were hiding.

"We can sleep soundly tonight," his wife
answered. They went into their house and shut
the door.

"If my plan succeeds, those fellows will be
busy all night long," Jester Rama said quietly.

"Oh Husband, how clever you are, " his wife
whispered.

The thieves had watched the tin trunk drop
into the well. They waited impatiently until the
oil lamp went out and the house of Jester Rama
stood dark and silent.

"Ha ha!" the leader of the thieves laughed
scornfully. ''That stupid farmer thinks his
valuables are safe but with a bit of work we'll
have that trunk up and escape by daybreak."

The thieves ran to the well and peered over
the edge.

"Is it deep?"
"Let's lower you on a rope to find out!"
"Go yourself!"
"STOP!" ordered the leader. "My way is best.

We'll empty the well. Then we'll tie a stout rope
around the trunk and haul it out."

The others nodded. Their eyes shone greedily.
"That farmer must have gold and jewels worth
many rupees in that trunk. We'll be as rich as the
Raja of Mysore!"

They set to work eagerly. They lowered the
bucket to the water. They raised the bucket up
and dumped the water. Bucket after bucket, on
they worked through the night.

Hours passed. The sky grew lighter. "Dawn
is coming," the leader said. "Hurry! We must
finish before they wake up."

"My back is sore!"

''The rope hurts my hands!"
"My arms are stiff!"
"I'm starving!"
Inside their house, Jester Rama and his wife

peeked through the window and chuckled as the
five thieves emptied the well. The thieves tugged
and hauled and finally dragged the tin trunk up
over the edge of the well. It fell on the hard
ground with a mighty thud.

The leader picked up a crow bar and
wrenched the lock off. He threw the lid back
and looked in. His eyes bugged out. The other
thieves tipped the trunk until the big grinding
stone fell out and almost crushed their bare toes.

"Ayah! Where are the gold and jewels? We
have been tricked!"

Jester Rama came outside. He rubbed his
eyes, stretched, and yawned as if he had just
gotten up. Then he pretended to notice the five
thieves with surprise. He walked over to them.

"Why, I see you have found myoId tin trunk.
Please keep it. My wife wants a new one and
we decided to throw this old one down the well
to get it out of our way."

The thieves didn't say a word. They rolled
their eyes. They clenched their fists and ground
their teeth in rage.

Jester Rama smiled at his wife. Then he
turned to the five thieves and said pleasantly,
"By the way, I see that you have watered my
mustard fields with the water from my well. I am
very grateful. I won't have to do it again for
many weeks!"

The five thieves realized that they had been
tricked by their own greed. They ran away as
fast as they could, and Jester Rama and his wife
never saw them again!

-Gloria W. Lannom, adult, San Rafael, California

• It takes a whole village to raise a child.
• Light a candle in your home before you go

out to be a light in the world.
• Home is where the hearth is!
• Tomorrow is a dream, yesterday is history

and today is a gift. That's why we call it the
present.

• A Friend in need is a Family indeed.
• Grass is greener on the other side of the fence.
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The Japanese New Year
I'm coming from Shizuoka, Japan and I want

to tell you how we celebrate our New Year.
In the temple at midnight the Japanese priest

and some helpers hit the giant bell (about 4
meters wide) 108 times because they say that
people have 108 passions. In Japan it is called
~~~. ( Jyoya-no-kane) which in English

means the Watch-Night-Bell. They watch
January's first sunrise because they pray that
this year will have good luck. At Japanese
shrines they make a drawing and on the paper it
says either Good Luck, Some Luck, or Bad Luck,
and they hang it on a tree. Everybody wears
good clothes like dresses or ~ ~ (kimonos).
Kimonos are traditional clothes in Japan.

l~~o'nO

, '~l"Il¢.-\6tA,!'

Not everybody goes to see a sunrise or to
pick papers from a drawing. Some people tum
on the TV to watch what's happening in the
shrines and temples.
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On the 1st and 2nd of January the Japanese
people invite aunts, uncles, and grandparents and
eat bJt..~ ~=(Ozoni) and t5-tr~-*t~ (Osechi Ryori).
Ozoni is a soup with vegetabfes and a Japanese
food called '}" ~ (Omochi). Omochi is a sticky
white thing made from a special kind of rice.
Osechi Ryori is assorted Japanese traditional
foods. They always eat Ozoni and Osechi Ryori
on the New Year.

They play games too. They play ~~ l.'

(Fukuwarai). This game has a meaning. .y.&,
(Fuku) means a nice, happy, good Japanese god.
~ '" (Warai) means to laugh, so it means the

Japanese god laughs. In this game you need to
close your eyes, and one person gives the parts of
the face cut out of a paper. The person with one's
eyes closed puts the parts of the paper only on the
face, and when the game finishes, all the parts are
not in the place that they are really supposed to
be! Mouth on top and eyes at the bottom!

Another game is called t~· ~-< (Sugoroku).
This game has a starting point and an ending
point. You have to have a little thing to know
where you are. Then shake one die and try to
reach the ending point. On the way to the ending
point it says to sing a song or to act like an animal,
etc. They also play ;g .;. 1i. (Hagoita). It is like
tennis but in Japanese style. There are many more
fun games.

The Japanese New Year is very fun. It is the
most important, traditional holiday in Japan.

- Kyoko Takamatsu Matsumoto, 11, originally
from Japan, is studying at the American School of
Guadalajara, Mexico. Kyoko writes, In Guadalajara,
I have a lot ofnicefriends, even though I don't speak
Spanish really well. "



New Year's Day in Korea A Letter from Ukraine
New Year's Day is the biggest holiday in I am 14 years old, and all my dreams are ahead. I

Korea. Sut-Nat is New Year's Day in Korean. study in the 9th form. I like my school and teachers
Sut-Nat is 1 January in the lunar calendar. So very much. I try my best at school. In my class, I
every year the date is different. We have four enjoy the respect of my friends. I have a wonderful
days off for Sut-Nat because we have to go to friend, Oksana Milik.
our own homes. The express highway is really She is very serious
crowded. The other days we can go in five and studies well.
hours by car, but during this holiday, it takes I play the piano
us thirteen to fifteen hours!!! seriously and rather

In the morning, we take a bath and wear successfully. I learn
the Korean costume. Women make Korean English language.
food for the religious service. When we finish My parents are
cooking, we put the food on the table. There doctors. My father
are fruits, soup, rice, fish, meat (pork) and rice is an ocular doctor.
cakes. Also, we put out the ancestors' picture. He studies micro-
Behind the table we put the folding screen. surgery of eyes. My
When all the relations come, we start the mother is also a
religious service to the ancestors. Men bow doctor. And my
two times to the ancestors and then we begin grandmother and
to serve the meal. grandfathers are

Mter serving, we bow to all the adults. doctors too. Among
Then adults give some money to the children my many relatives there are many doctors of
or younger people. We play some games too. different professions. My aunt is a doctor-
Boys fly kites and girls swing and teeter-totter. cardiologist. She lives in St. Petersburg. I often go
The most favorite game is Yutnory. All of to this beautiful city on the Neva's bank.
relations play this game in Sut-Nat. We have I have a younger brother. His name is Sergei.
four sticks and throw them lightly into the air. He is 11. He studies in the 6th form. Parents'
These sticks have two faces. The upside is a attitude to us is gentle. We live openly, and very
little rounded and the downside is flat. And often we have guests.
only one of the four sticks has the word My soul is full of kindness. I want to look to
"back" written on the downside.

the future, to reach something. I read much, but
When we throw the sticks, if one stick is especially I like poetry. With a great pleasure I

upside and three sticks are downside, it is Doe. learn poems by heart. Every poet has a spiritual
2 sticks upside and 2 sticks downside = Gae; face. It is expressed in the character of ideas, in
3 sticks upside and 1 stick downside = Gut; the syllable, in the rhythm of speech.
3 sticks downside and 1 stick with the word

k .d Y: "Pora, pora, pora trubuat
"back" up = Duit to; All 4 stic s UpSI e = ut; Psari v okhotnichyikh uborakh
And all 4 sticks downside = Mo. Chut svet uzh na konyakh sidyat. .."

We have a board and .
move the circle markers on How easily, naturally, freely the great RussIan

jPoet, Alexander Pushkin, wrote. You will not mixthis board. Doe is one step
on the board, Gae is two, him up with anybody.
Gut is three, Yut is four, and My father is a hunter, my grandfather was a
Mo is five. If we get Yut or r.:.~.()--c~o(";.).--ol. hunter too. They hunt the duck, the hare, the fox.
Mo, we get another chance to throw again. - tl Mter winter hunting, hunters come to our country
There are also short cuts one can take. All ! house and tell very interesting stories of hunting.
people take turns. We need two teams, and 'I) As for my future profession, I think about it
each team has four markers to move on the very much. Probably it will be medicine... Only I
board. The first team to get all four markers to must prepare myself well and detailed. And now
the finish wins the game. We have lots of fun. I have my holidays. I learn English language, learn

-Su Min Kim, 12, is from Korea. She studies at Chopin's waltzes, swim and ride a bicycle.
the American School of Bombay, India. -Ann Fedchenko, 14, Starobelsk, , UKRAINE
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Posadas Mexicanas Mexican Posadas
Diciembre es un mes muy importante para los December is a very important month for

mexicanos. En Mexico celebramos que el Nino Mexicans. In Mexico we celebrate that the
Jesus naci6 en Belen con una fiesta especial Christ child was born in Bethlehem with a
llamada Posada. special party called posada.

En una posada tomamos ponche, el cual se In a posada we drink a punch made with
hace con agua, cana de azucar, guayabas, pasitas, water, sugar cane, guavas, raisins, hawthorne
tejocotes, ciruelas pasas y pHoncillo. fruits, prunes, and piloncillo (raw sugar loaf).

Tambien hay pinatas rellenas con jicamas, There are also pinatas filled with jicamas,
dukes, juguetes, mandarinas, cacahuates, canas candies, toys, mandarines, peanuts, candy
de aZllcar, etc. Las pinatas son jarros de barre canes, etc. The pinatas are earthenware jars
decorados con papel de colores que forman decorated with color paper that make beautiful
figuras de estrella, de algun animal, de un heroe, fugures such as a star, an animal, a hero, etc.
etc. Rompemos la pinata con un palo de madera. We break the pinata with a wooden stick. The
El que tiene el palo no puede ver, pues se Ie one who has the stick can't see because he has
amarra una mascada sobre los ojos. Los demas a hancker-chief tied on his eyes. Th(? others
cantan una canci6n tradicionaI. sing a traditional song.

Por supuesto tambien se hace una pequena Of course, we also make a little pilgrimage
peregrinaci6n y cantamos la posada. Todos and sing the posada. We all carry a tiny
llevamos una velita encendida y dos personas lighted candle, and two people carry the
llevan el nacimiento y los peregrinos los siguen Nativity. And the pilgrims sing the
cantando: following:

En el nombre del Cielo In the name ofHeaven
os pido posada, I ask you for an inn,
pues no puede andar because she can't walk
mi esposa amada. my beloved wife.

Todos estamos muy contentos en las posadas We are all very happy in the posadas, and
y sabemos que despues viene Navidad. we know that after the posada comes Christmas.

- Odette Gras, 21, Puebla, Mexico. Odette is a regular contributor and a Skipping Stones
representative in Mexico. She speaks German, Spanish and Englishfluently.

Nativity and the Wise Men from the East -Elke Richer-Celis, 11, Mexican-German-American, Eugene, Oregon
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A Letter on the Road

November
North wind conducts his

autumn concert to announce
the nearing winter months,

while stealing withered leaves
off the limbs of cottonwoods.

- Brooke Herron, 15, Riverton, Wyoming

Far, Far away in the mountains,
You have persevered,
Persevered to reach me,
To whisper sweet words from Mama.

Far, Far away in the forest,
From the cosy bamboo house,
You have travelled,
Travelled all night to reach me,
To deliver a word of advice.

Far, Far away in the grassland,
From the house of my dear brother,
Through the fierce African sun,
You have travelled,
To say a word of fraternity.

Far, Far away in the city,
From the shining office table,
You have travelled,
To deliver news of my success.

Far, Far away beyond the seas,
From the sweat on the lands,
You have flown,
To deliver a word of love.

Far, Far away in the distant home,
From the waiting parents,
Under the gloomy roof,
You have come,
Come and put me in tears.
-Justice A. Issac, 16, Sunyani, Ghana.

Winter
As graceful as autumn's beauty may be,

it will not be here long
Winter steps into the door.

A fresh blanket of snow
covers the ice-laden stream
Winter's fury has beauty.

-Raymond Miney, Jr., Whippany, New Jersey

Caitlyn writes, "This
poem expresses feelings
about the things going on
around me and especially
wishing my Dad were alive.
He died when I was four."

A Nepalese family at work
Photo by Rod Rylander, Texas

Iranian Mother and Child
-Dena Afrasiabi, 13, born in Iran,

now lives in Sacramento, California

.' ':,111:'

When somebody dies,
Don't be afraid to cry.

Because you know
that person loves you very much.
Angels are always watching you,

So when you feel alone,
Remember,

They are there for you.
-Caitlyn J. Coyne, 7, Readfield, Maine

Elders
The only one left
To learn on her own
To survive in a world
That's run by white men.

The old are not weak
But very strong.
They can build their own
houses. Kill their own food.
And make their own medicine.

The old are not weak
But very strong.
We shall learn from them.
-Larry Seymour, 17, Native
American, Escanaba, Michigan
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Noteworthy News/rom the North, East, West and the South
Pugwash, Not Hogwash! Declaration of Independence from Violence

The 1995 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Responding to Dear Hanna (Vol. 7, no. 3), a
the Pugwash Conference of London, England, reader from Salem, Oregon, asked us to reprint the
and its current President, Dr. Joseph Rotblat. students' vow against violence. We uncovered an
Dr. Rotblat, 86, was born in Poland and is a inspiring, newsworthy story during our research.
British citizen. In 1944, he resigned from the While studying about Dr. Martin Luther King,
Manhatten (Nuclear Weapons) Project, when he Jr., Susan Colonna's second-grade students in
realized the destructive nature of the atom bomb. Springfield, Oregon, raised an important question:
Ever since then, he has insisted that scientists "What can we do to make a difference?" After
take responsibility for their actions. Albert a class discussion, they decided to do a survey of
Einstein, Bertrand Russell and many other violence in children's programming on TV. Each
scientists, both from the East and the West, came student in the class watched a 30- minute program
to the conferences year after year to discuss the in early January 1995. A week later, when they
social implications of their work, including compiled the results on the black board, they were
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. While surprised to find 650 incidents of violence (threats,
announcing the award, the selection committee hitting, kicking, weapons, bombs, etc.) during
expressed concerns over the recent nuclear tests twelve hours of programming!
by the French and Chinese governments. The students decided to do something about

Mario Molina and Sherwood Rowland, two this; they vowed to boycott the programs that are
American scientists shared the Nobel Prize for violent, along with the advertisers who support
Chemistry with Paul Crutzen of the Netherlands. the shows. They declared:
They helped us understand the linkage between We, the second grade students in Room 7,
chlorofluorocarbons (used in refrigeration and in at Thurston Elementary School, Springfield,
aerosol sprays) and the ozone depletion in the Oregon, declare that the world must have less
Earth's upper atmosphere. It is because of their violence so that we may live safe and happy lives.
research that industrial countries have agreed to

Because we believe that children learn from
phase out these dangerous chemicals by 1996. what they see and hear, we pledge to stop

As we honor this year's Nobel Prize winners, watching children's programs that show lots of
we also mourn the death of Yitzhak Rabin. At violence. We also pledge to stop buying the
the age of 72, he was assasinated this November products that are advertised on those shows.
by a Jewish citizen opposed to the Peace Accord. We ask all children in Lane County, Oregon
Just last year, Rabin received the Nobel Peace
Prize, along with Yasser Arafat of the PLO and to join in our efforts to end violence.
Shimon Peres, in recognition of their efforts to The whole school joined in, and a revised vow
bring forth a peace agreement between the to end violence was taken. The new vow stressed
Palestinian and Israeli governments. (See Vol. 5, to always show respect and kindness to each
no. 4 for more on the Palestinian Peace Accord). other through their words and deeds.

Right Livelihood Awards: The Noble Prize The story was reported extensively in the local
1995 Right Livelihood Awards will honor and the national media as the nation was mourning

four defenders of democracy and human rights. the Oklahoma City Bombing in late April 1995.
• The Serb Civic Council of Bosnia-Herzegovina Million Man March
• Andras Biro and the Hungarian Foundation for Countless African-American men, from all
Self-reliance • Sulak Sivraksa, a leading Buddhist walks of life, and from all over the U.S. gathered
scholar and a social reformer from Thailand, and together, on 16 October 1995, to bring to focus the
• Carmel Budiardjo of England for her campaign plight of African Americans. Many leaders and
for human rights in Indonesia and East Timor. As social scientist have called the African-American
we go to press, we are shocked to hear that the male an endangered species! The Million Man
winner of both the 1994 R.L Award and the 1995 March might make policy-makers in the nation's
Goldman Environmental Award, Ken Saro-Wiwa, capital take a second look at the social dilemma in
was executed by the military rulers of Nigeria. one of the richest countries in the world.
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Talking Peace: A Vision for the Next
Generation by Jimmy Carter (Dutton Children's
Books, NY). Jimmy Carter, former President
(1976-80) of the United States, is a remarkable
leader and advocate for human rights in the
world. After Leaving the Office, he co-founded
the Carter Center in Atlanta, Georgia, to improve
human conditions in developing countries and
in the inner cities of the U.S. He has spent his
life helping to resolve international conflicts
peacefully and helping farmers and .low-incom~

families with various direct aids proJects. In thIS
book President Carter shares his knowledge and
skill; with young readers. He shows the vital
connection between human rights and
environmental preservation. He helps us
understand the causes of conflicts and our
responsibility as world citizens. Ages 11 and up.

Earthsearch by John Cassidy (Klutz Press, Palo
Alto, CAY. Earthsearch describes geography as
"everything from the tip of your nose going
out." This 98-page activity and exploration ..
book is filled with lively illustrations, games, tnVla
and tools of all sorts (timers, spinners, maps, coins)
to explore countless areas of science. Some of
the items include: population growth, trash/
recycling, the solar system, plate tectonics and
how to read different kinds of maps. Earthsearch
takes a unique approach to learning, making i~

hands-on and exciting. Children of all ages wIll
not want to put this "museum in a book" down.
Recommended for children 7 to 100.

Changing Families by David Fassler, M.D.,
Michele Lash, M.Ed., A.T.R., Sally B. Ives, Ph.D.
(Waterfront Books, Burlington, ~). Thi~ book
presents a simple fo~at t~ tackle difficult!ssues
related to family. It IS deSIgned to help chIldren
and parents by asking them to draw or write
down answers to questions about divorce,
separation and remarriage. The book all<;>ws
participants to reveal thoughts and emotlOns
about transitions in the family that words cannot
express. For ages 5 and u~' Also by ~he same
authors is the book: My Kmd of Famlly.

Bringing Up Parents: The Teenager's ..
Handbook by Alex 1. Packer, Ph.D. (Free SPlrlt
Publishing, Minneapolis, MN). With the tips
and techniques described in this great book, you
can earn the respect and trust of your parents and
be yourself at the same time. You will gain more
privileges and contribute to a happier home.

•
Christmas Around the World by Mary Lankford,
illustrated by Karen Dugan (Morrow Junior Books,
NY). Enrich your Christmas season this year with
this beautifully illustrated book. Children and
adults alike will be intrigued by the variety of ways
this season is celebrated. Full-page watercolors
capture the distinctive details of each place, and
the common threads of warmth, joy, and excite
ment. Contains craft suggestions. Ages 9 and up.
The Tie Man's Miracle: A Chanukah Tale by
Steven Schnur, illustrated by Steven Johnson
(Morrow Junior Books, NY). A Chanukah story
of great sensitivity. An old man visits a family on
the eve of their festivities, and shares with them
the sorrows of his past and a special way to make
a wish come true. Grades 2 and up.

Faraway Families written by Betsy Loredo and
illustrated by Monisha Raja (Silver Moon Press
NY). Not all families live in the same city or even
the same country. How does it feel to have a sister
move away? Whose faces are in those old family
photographs? What is it like to move away from
the only home you have ever known? Or, to live in
a completely new place? Five stories ~n this ~k
address these questions and find creative sol~tions

to help diminish feelings of sadness and lonehness.
Also, they share ideas of how to grow in areas such
as personal and cultural identity. It also shows
how to construct a family tree. By tracing one's
roots, a person can learn more about oneself! 8 -15.

Hiroshima Calling by Paul Quayle. (Available for
us $25 postpaid, from Paul Quayle, 5318-3
kamita, Shiraki-cho, Asakita-ku, Hiroshima 739
15 JAPAN). An English teacher, Paul Quayle puts
a human face on Hiroshima in this bilingual
Japanese-English book with 191 colorful photos.
50 years after the atom bomb ~ompletelydestroyed
the city, it is once again a busthng place; a home
to hundreds of thousands. Born in England, Paul
Quayle has made Hiroshima his home. In this
photo album, we also learn about the rich culture
of Japan. Some of these exquisite photos have
adorned previous issues of Skipping Stones. You
can access a part of the book on the Internet ~nder

TOPICS, HIROSHIMA, http//www.toppan.co.Jp.

What About Religion? by Wanda Cawein
(Midnight Oil Publishing, Eugene, OR). This book
introduces the major religions of the world i~ a
unique way - highlighting the. u!1usual practl~e~,

beliefs and history of many rehglOns. ApprecIatmg
differences is an important theme. Ages 12 and up.
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SOUTH AFRICA
Beauty Ntombi Sibiya, girl, 17
Mas'bumbsne H.S., Box 19
Ulundi 3838, SOUTH AFRICA
Int: TV. baking, music, movies
Jennifer Fagan, girl, 12
Box 53279, Yellow Wood Park
Durban 4011, SOUTH AFRICA
Int writing, swimming, collecting
George Drago, boy, 15
P.O. Box 181
Nelspruit 1200, SOUTH AFRICA
Int: boxing, soccer, friends
Anthony Lefifi, boy, 17
6001 Section Q
Mamelodi West 0122, S. AFRICA
Int: music, reading, basketball
Camerine kgomotso Baloyi,15
P.O. Box 105
Letaba 0870, SOUTH AFRICA
Int basketball, reading, music
Themba Shadrack Masero,
boy, 16, would like letters
P.O. Box 910
Middleburg IOSO,SO. AFRICA
Int: basketball, camping, music

BOTSWANA
Refilwe Sebego, girl, 14
Box 10340, Tatitown Post
Francistown, BOTSWANA
lnt: tennis, singing, joking
Mattie Wyatt, girl, 17
BoxS0296
Gaborone, BOTSWANA
Int: reading, softball, music

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5.00. (You'll
also get a copy ofthe issue.) Low-income and subscribers get
one free listing. Priority given to pen pals age 17 and under.

GHANA, WEST AFRICA GHANA, WEST AFRICA USA
Emmanuel Anane, boy, 15 Leonard Alias Aborah. 13 My bilingual. Spanish-English. 2nd
P.O. Box 185 c/o Mr. S.K. Sekyere graders want to correspond with a
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A P.O. Box 25 similar class in Puerto Rico. Write:
Int: football, N.B.A. action Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A Hope Cranda1~ teacher
Emmanuel Boateng, boy, 16 Int: tennis, basketball, football Dayton Grade School
P.O. Box 562 Akwasi Appiah-Okubi Noah, boy 526 Ferry Street
Sunyani BIA, GHANA W/A Boahenkorkor Presby J.S.School Dayton, Oregon 97114 USA
Int: soccer, friends, music P.O. Box 103 We love getting pen pals! Write to:
Daniel Arthur, boy, 15 Sunyani BIA, GHANA WIA Miss Auman's 8th grade Class
clo Madam Adubea Int: football, photography Utterback Middle School
Box 160 Eric Atta Fosu. boy, 15 3233 S. Pinal Vista
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A Box 191, Sunyani B/A. GHANA Tucson, Arizona 85713 USA
Int football, writing pen pals Int: travel, stamp collecting. gifts Eighth Grade reading class wants
Mark Kofi Obosy, boy 14 Isaac Yeboah, boy, 16 many pen pals. Writethem-
P.O. Box 90 P.O. Box 270 cloMs. Cynthia Adams, teacher
SunyaniBiair,GHANA W/A SunyaniB/A, GHANA W/A Sequoyah Junior High School
Int: music, football, reading Khurshid Kadiri, boy, 13 3456 Aztec Drive
Daniel Oppong Wiafe, boy, 17 Box 126, Sunyani B/A, GHANA Doraville, Georgia 30340 USA
P.O. Box 588 Int: soccer, movies, music, reading Andrew Crawford's students,
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A K.E. Amamkwa, 14 Alex (12), Erica (14), Christina
Int basketball, tennis, soccer Box 1108, Sunyani B/A, GHANA (13), and Stephen (13) are seeking
Charles Oduro, boy, 15 Charles Danquah, boy, 13 pen pals from all over the world.

Please write to them at:
Int collecting stickers, letters c/o Kwado Boateng, Anglican J.S.S. Our Place School
Rosemary Oduro, girl, 16 P.O. Box 5, Atebubu B/A, GHANA 3431 W. 25th Ave.
Int: friends, soccer, volleyball Charles Duku, boy 12 E 0 97405 US'A
Yaa Frimp?maa, girl, 15 c/o Thomas Koukao~, Presby J.S.S. ugene, regon n.
Int: mUSIC, fnends, volleyball Box 7, Jamai-Ashanti, GHANA W/A Axton Betz, girl, 14
All at: P.O. Box 1606 A k k G b RR#1 BoX#228-A
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A R~m~~a~.c~~~;;'p.6'J;x48 Portland, Indiana 47371 USA
Justice N. Agyekum, boy, 15 Nkoranza B/A, GHANA W/A Int: animals, 4-H, music, reading,

writing and school
P.O. B~x 427 Henry Kyei, boy, 14
Sunyam B/A, GHANA W/A PO Box 10, Sunyani B/A, GHANA Deja Leah Engel, girl, 11
Int letters, soccer, postcards Int: football, reading, drawing 131 Swanson Mill Road

Tonasket, Washington 98855 USA
Isaac Frimpong, boy, 16 Yaayaa Asimenu, girl, 15 Int: art, violin, dance, letter writing
P.O. Box 954 Presby Primary School PO Box 126 Wants many girl pals, 10 to 14 yrs.

GHANA, WEST AFRICA SunyaniB/A,.GHANA W/A SunyaniB/A,GHANA'W/A
Int soccer, fnends, church Int swimming, travel Sarah Chiappinelli, girl, 11

Sarkodie Charles, boy, 15 RD#3 Box 4898
Int: music, sports, animals Micheal Minta, boy 16 Cecilia Jennifer, girl, 17 Milton, Vermont 05468 USA
Jenny Tawiah, girl, 14 Box 61~ PO Box 427, Sunyani B/A, GHANA Int: coins, soccer, stamps, poetry
Int: music, postcards Sunyanl B/A, GHA~AW/A Int making friends, swimming, gifts
Both at: P.O. Box 1312 Int: letters, soccer, fnends Agyekum Enoch, boy, 17 John Wallace, boy, 12
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A F k CI to bo 15 1201 Elmwood Avenueran e s, y, Int: music, letters, pictures, gifts Jackson, Michigan 49203 USA
Felix A. Sarkodie, boy, 16 P.O. B~x 84 Christana Kromaa, girl, 16 Int: reading, movies, computers, tv
P.o. Box 427 Suny~~ B/A, GHANA W/A Int: swimming, reading, penpals cultures.Wants pals in Africa, Japan
Sunyani BIA, GHANA WIA Int: wntmg letters Both at: PO Box 117, Sunyani BIA
Int: soccer, animals, handball Duke Appiah, boy, 13 GHANA W/A Krystina Miller, girl, 11

4483 Dunmovin Drive
Owusu Kofi, boy, 17 c/o Mr. A. E. L. Appiah John Opoka Agyeman Kennesaw, Georgia 30144 USA
P.O. Box 343 P.O. Box 327 c/o Joshua Ameyaw I d' d' h h I
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A S.c.c. P.O. Box 327 nt: rawmg, rea mg, omesc 00

Int: basketball, tennis, soccer Int: football, tennis, golf Sunyani, GHANA W/A Sky (boy, 8) and Reis (boy, 7)
Collins Kusi, boy, 13 Int: football, music Szighethy would like Native

Kingsley Joe Agyemang, 17 American penpals. Write to them at
Debora Asare, 15 c/o Mr. E.K. Antoh Alex Nyantakyi, boy, 16 15 Oriole Street
Vida Asare, 17 P.O. Box 27 Yamfo Methodist Secondary School Lake Peekskill, N.Y. 10537 USA
Lobos Joe Asare, 16 Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A P.O. Box 6
All at c/o Comfort Asare Int: football, music, tennis Yamfo B/A, GHANA Monika Medwayosh, girl. 13
P.O Box 1177 Kwaku Asanbe Int: photography, friends Int: volleyball, reading, music
S . B/A GHANA W/A Jeannie Wandahsega, girl, 14

unyaru , P.O. Box 32 Frank Baah Appiah, boy, 15 Int: volleyball, music, movies
Richard Amouko Hene, boy, 16 Sunyam B/A, GHANA W./A Box 148 Cassie Gill, girl, 12
P.O. Box 284 Int: football, soccer, readmg Sunyanl B/A GHANA W/A Int: volleyball, music, reading
Sunyani B/A, GHANA WIA Frank Agyekum, boy, 14 Int football, basketball Roxanne Sagataw, girl, 13
Evans Kyeremeh, boy, 14 c/o S.R. Antuufosa Issac Amissah, boy, 15 Int volleyball, cheerleading, music
c/o P. Adanseh P.O. Box 1508 P.O. Box 30 P.O. Box lS03 Hannahville Indian School
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A SunyaniB/A, GHANA W/A Sunyani, B/A GHANA W/A NI4911 Hannahville B-1 Road
Int: football, music, dancing Int: mUSIC, tenms, football Int: travel, reading, writing Wilson, Michigan 49896 USA
Isaac K. Frimpong, boy, 16 Frimpong Essaka, boy, 16 Nana Sei, boy, 17 Drew Garrett Morrison, boy, 9
P.O. Box 465 P.O. Box 954 P.O. Box 137 49 Primrose Ave
SunyaniB/A,GHANA W/A SunyaniB/A,GHANA W/A. Sunyani,B/A, GHANA W/A Yonkers, New York 10710 USA
Int letters, football, movies Int: letters, soccer, collects stickers Int: football, letters, volleyball Int: computers, animals, science
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INDIA
Ku. Prachi D. Askar, girl, 14
Int: reading, music, painting, games
Ku. Manisha Askar. girl, 15
Int: drawing, music, tennis, friends
both c/o Mr. D. L. Askar
Near Lokmanya Kanya Vidhyalaya
Abhyankar Ward, Warora 442907
Dist. Chandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Kirti R. Parkhi, girl, Gr. 10
c/o Mr. Rambhau Parkhi
Khanji Ward, Warora442907
Dist. Chandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Int: reading, old coins, drawing, TV
Madhuri M Thakare, girl, Gr.1O
Clo Dr. G B Shanaware House
Subhash Ward, Warora442907
Dist. Chandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Int: dancing, singing, TV, drawing
Aparna Vasant Thakur, girl, 14
Cooperative Bank Colony
Abhyankar Ward, Warora 442907
Dist. Chandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Int: singing, wants friends overseas

Deryani Vikas Ghude, girl, 13
Near old water tank, Warora 442907
Chandrapur Dist., MSS., INDIA
Int: games, reading
Anjali V. Bhaskarwar, girl, 14
c/o Vamanrao G. Bhaskarwar
Snehnagar, Warora 442907
Dist. Chandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Int collecting coins, stamps, cricket
Vidhya Umesh Ghude, girl, 14
Bandopant Tamboli House
Kasturba Ward, Warora 442907
Chandrapur District, MSS., INDIA
Swapna Ambadas Joshi, girl, 14
Kumbharpura, Jyotiba Fule Ward
Warora, 442907
DistrictChandrapur, MSS., INDIA
Suruchi P. Chaudhary, girl, 14
Krushinagar 5, near Wani Naka
Warora442907
Chandrapur Dist, MSS., INDIA
Int: books, coins, letter writing, etc.

FINLAND
Johanna Tornblom, girl, 15
Krouvarintie12
06400 Porvoo, ANLAND
Int: having fun, pals from US

ENGLAND
Pam Sahota, girl, 17
4 Ayresome Terrace, Roundhay
North Leeds, LS8 IS]
West-Yorkshire, ENGLAND
Int: Pen pals in US

AUSTRALIA
Claudio Capozzi, 9
Int: swimming, bikes, computers
Sergio Capozzi, 7
Int: soccer, riding bikes, talking
Both want pen pals. Write them at:
18/26 Sherwood Rd.
Merrylands, 2160
N.S.W., AUSTRALIA

Vanya Gaponov, 9 yrs. old, Gr. 3,
with his grandfather and grandmother
at the Monument to Glory, Moscow.
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RUSSIA and C.I.S.
Ira Kapustina, girl, 13
Inessi Armand d.ll kv.327
Moscow 117763 RUSSIA
Int: dogs, music, English, German
Lyapin Alexander Petrovich, 15
Gagarin Street, d. 3, kv. 2
Vysokogorsky, Krasnoyarsky Krai
663145 RUSSIA
Int: books, computers, cooking
Bidny Misha, boy, 12
Vitalyi Misha, boy, 17
Int: music, sports, books
Burovaya, d.15 kv.45,
Saratov 410086 RUSSIA
Elvira Hayrullina, girl, 16
Int: English, music, literature, and
Roofina Yarullina, girl, 16
Int: English, movies, music
Mendeleev St., 15/1-77
Ufa , Bashkortostan
4500122 RUSSIA
Tatyana Bakhmatovich, girl, 12
9/1,91 Korgenevski Street
220108 Minsk, BELARUS
Int: drawing, films, books

Oksana Mezhevich, girl, 14
Odintsova St. h. 19-176
220018 Minsk, BELARUS
Int: sports, drawing, music, reading
Kostya Grib, 14
Pohomarenko St. 32-457
220015 g. Minsk, BELARUS
Int: friends, family
Marina Zhinko, girl, 13
Odinsova St. 23-1-371
220018, Minsk, BELARUS
Int: swimming, disco, reading
Urena Ermak, girl, 13
Int: music, history, friends, and
Olga Zelenkevich, girl, 14
Int: music, literature, friends
Write both at: Odintsova St. 59-76
220018 Minsk, BELARUS

Rita Mykolaityte, girl, 14
. Rygos 23-10
. 2017 Vilnius,

LITHUANIA
Int: painting, reading

books, outdoors
Nadya Suseva, 14
6 Taikos St. Rat 21

4761 Visaginas
LITHUANIA

Int: tennis, books
swimming, etc.

SWEDEN
Erika Frankkila, girl, 16
Ensittarv, 17
954 41S. Sunderbyn, SWEDEN
Int: basketball, photography, travel
Elin Erlandsson, girl, 13
R<>landa B<>le 80
668 93 Ed, SWEDEN
Int: reading, friends, clotnes
Hanna Netsman, girl, 10
Stentorpsgrand 10
820 10 Arbra, SWEDEN
Int: handball, tennis
Elisabeth Johansson, girl, 13
Blyringen 12
98239 Gellivare, SWEDEN
Int: basketball, theatre, US penpal
Fredrika Lindberg, girl, 12
Hedenhasv.36
S-141 33 HUddinge, SWEDEN
Int: writing letters
Matilda Andersson, girl, 13
Mandelstens v. 49
703 74 brebro, SWEDEN
Int: handball, dancing

Johanna Eriksson, girl, 14
BackJ()ksvagen 41
S-16577 Hasselby, SWEDEN
Int: dancing, music, reading
Anna Josefsson, girl, 10
Kvarnangsgatans
64153 Katrineholm, SWEDEN
Int: swimming, music, orienteering

RUSSIA and C.I.S.
AlIa Lebedinskaya, girl, 13
Communistov, d.31, kv.39
Petrazavodsk, Karelia
185005 RUSSIA
Int: stickers/stamps, pen pals
Stas Valkov, boy, 13
Bakinskaya, d.30 kv. 30
Polisaeno, Kemerovskaya
652563 RUSSIA
Anna Chavikina, girl, 12
Prognaya, d.22, kv.82
Petozavodsk, RUSSIA'
Int: piano, choir,
collecting stamps
Galina, girl, 12
Pokrishkina,
d.ll kv.7
PoJisaevo,
Kemrovskaya
652563
RUSSIA

NAMIBIA
Ronell Young, girl, 16
P.O. Box 23333
Winethoek, NAMIBIA
Int: music, tennis, games

ZAMBIA
Mwandu Maria Chaloba, 17
P.O. Box 31522
Lusaka, ZAMBlA
Int: volleyball, music, reading

ZIMBABWE
Ashley Mungwazi, girl, 13
641213th Ave, Glenview 3
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int: TV, reading, swimming, stamps
Tarirai Tinarwo, boy, 13
16 Citrus Avenue
Masringo, ZIMBABWE
Int: basketball, reading, stamps
Pals from Britain and US
Alred Muriya, boy, 17
152 Rufaro Road
P.O. 2 Engeza I
Chitungwiza, ZIMBABWE
Int: soccer, videos, music

Nyoradza Faith Denhere, 15
Hippo Valley Estate Garage
P.O. Box 1
Chiredzi, ZIMBABWE
Int: cooking, books, music, flowers

SWEDEN
My Class would like pen pals to
write us in English. Write to:

Mrs. Christina Elled
Mogaskolan
Box 204
512 24 Svenjunga, SWEDEN

Emma Larsson, girl, 11
24635 UXidekoping, SWEDEN
Int: football, friend, music, dogs
Maria Warnetors, girl, 12
Tivolivagen 8
S-29438 Solvesborg, SWEDEN
Int: scouting, drawing, music
Annika Rosenquist, girl, 13
Saningsgrand 13
S-57434 Vetlanda, SWEDEN
Int: handball, music, friends

Sara Isaksson, girl, 16
Brunnsuagen 3
S-38631 FaIjestaden, SWEDEN
Int: badminton, swimming, disco

Annika Karlsson, girl, 16
Stranduagen 8
38631 FaIjestaden, SWEDEN
Int: music, dance, animals
Pals from USA
Johanna Marteliusson, girl, 13
Boras v.1
85734 Sundsvall, SWEDEN
Int: basketball, music, dance
Cecilia Relfsson, girl, 11
Int: dance, music, friends, AND
Lena Relfsson, girl, 13
Int: horses, riding, friends
Gilleby 5505
473 97 Henan SWEDEN
Tess Hallin, girl, 14
Klippgrand 8
95040 T<>re, SWEDEN
Int: good at writing, pals from US
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Waiting in the Wings:
Feb- March '96: Mexico and Hispanic Culture
April-May '96: Our Animal Friends

When I Grow Up ...
What sort of work do you want to do?

What do you want to be in your life? What is
your dream for yourself? Why?

What made you decide on this goal for your
life? How do you plan to achieve your goal
what's your game plan? What was your
inspiration? Who is your role model? Why do
you do what you do? Is "striking it rich" one
of your aims in life? Why or why not?

The summer issue of Skipping Stones will
feature what you and your friends, from a
variety of backgrounds and cultures, see for
your future, as you assume the role of adults in
the world. Send your submissions by 15 April.

1996 Youth Honor Awards:
The youth honor awards recognize creative

writing, artistic abilities, multicultural awareness,
appreciation of the natural world, and
community service. Ten awards are given each
year to student groups and to youth, 7-16.

The theme for 1996 is Envisioning the
World in the Year 2025: Your dreams, hopes,
pictures, predictions, and/or visions for the
human race in the year 2025. You can be as
realistic or as creative as you choose to be.
Go beyond scientific and technological
advances that could be predicted to emphasize
the human and natural aspects of the world
you would like to (or, expect to) see.

Send an SASE for the guidelines to

Skipping Stones
Honor Awards 1996
Post Office Box 3939
Eugene, OR 97403 USA
Tel. (541) 342-4956

1001 Things To Do Instead Of Watching TV

• Read a story book or play with your
brothers and sisters • Work in your garden
• Go for a walk • Play outside with your friends
• Visit the library • Prepare and share a folk-tale
from another culture • Help your younger
brother or sister • Help your parents in the
kitchen • Learn another language • Think of
things you can do instead of watching TV...
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-Lina Kanapinskaite, 12, Lithuania. Lina writes, "I
painted this picture in memory ofthose who are dead.
In Lithuania on 1st ofNovember, we go to graveyards
and burn candles and remember those who are dead. "

Worlr1::Find
ABCDEFGKAUS TRALIAH I
AZYXWVUETSRQPONMLKJ
BCDEFGHNI JKLMNOPQRS
J IHGPFEYDCBAZYXWVUT
KLMNAANAWSTOBOPQRSA
HGFEPDCMBAZYRXWVUI T
I JKLA RG ENT I NAMNDOP Q
XYWZGTCXXAWVZSUNTSR
YLZAUBH I CNDEI F I GH I J
IAJKALICMZNOLPPAXWK
HTI J YKNOLAMNERQDYV L
AIRTSUAABNCDOUROZUM
GNHZFGCH I I LAMS RNAT N
AIBARAIDUAS EPTSOBSO
FAGYXWRVUTSRQUTMPRP
EDFEDCFBAZYXWVULCEQ
DSOUTHAMERI CAQVKDE F
CBAZYTASMAN IAXWJ IHG

Can you find all these states, countries and
continents of the world in the above word puzzle?
ME~CO MAU SOUTHAMEIDCA
ARGENTINA CHINA AUSTRALIA
PARAGUAY AUSTRIA EUROPE
BRAZIL ITALY AFRICA
BOTSWANA SPAIN ASIA
TANZANIA TASMANIA INDIA
KENYA SAUDI ARABIA any other countries?

-Abbey Williams, 10, McDonough, Georgia



A Guide For
What needs do families fulfill? In what ways do

families shape us as individuals? What responsibilites
do we have to family?

No matter what culture we are from, family is a
central component of shaping who we are. We can
expand our narrow view of family, as our own blood
relatives or intimate community of friends, to include
the larger community of humans. How can we become
closer as a global family?

We are part of nature as well and are responsible
to our relatives-the other animals and plant life that
dwell on Mother Earth. How can we live in
communion with our "natural" family?

Because a fast-paced approach to life has gripped
many cultures, we need to be more aware than ever of
how much meaningful time we are investing in one of
the world's oldest and dearest traditions-family.

Family is something we all yearn to experience.
Below are some sugestions of how to go about
rediscovering what it means to be family.

Discussion Ideas
For Teachers:
• Ask students how much meaningful time they

spend with their family members during the week.
What kinds of things do they do together? What
would they like to do as a family?

• Talk about where students gain a sense of
personal identity. What needs do families provide?
Why do some young people join gangs? Who is more
likely to join a gang? What needs do gangs provide?

For Parents:

• Share with your children your cultural heritage
and traditions. Tell about experiences you had when
you were younger.

• Sit down with your children and brainstorm ways
to strengthen the family. Write down goals. What
will you do to build healthier relationships? What
dreams/hopes do you have for your family?

Activities
For Teachers:
• Ask students to create scenarios in which conflict

arises in relationships among family members. Stop
before a resolution is presented. Then, have other
students act out endings to the scenarios. Give students
a chance to assume the roles of both parent and child.

• Have students work in groups to:
a) write and act out skits that reflect the intricacy

offamily relationships. Express emotions, fears, or
hopes that they associate withfamily.

b) organize a student-parent dinner party and
perform the skits that the students wrote.

c) allow time for feedback and dialogue.

• Assign a project in which students observe an
animal family (ducks, cows, dogs, cats...). How do
the animal parents and their children relate to each other.
Students can make notes on what they observed and
share with other students the similarities and differences
between the animal family and their own family.

• Collect stories by interviewing someone with a
different culutral background than your own. Ask
about their family history and cultural traditions.

• Read about other cultures that place a strong
emphasis on family traditions and community such as
Latin American cultures (Mayan...), African cultures
(Zulu...) and Native American cultures (Zuni ...).

• Plan community service projects as a class to get to
know people in your neighborhood or barrio, especially
people who can't get out much for one reason or another.
Volunteer to clean the houses of elderly or disabled
people. Plan for time to visit with them as well.

For Parents:
• Create your own family festivals and traditions.

Decide what important events have shaped your family
life together. Then, with your children determine how
the family will celebrate the festival. It may be something
you celebrate once a month or only once a year (e.g.,
when your family moved to a new home). There could
be a day of rememberence for your loved ones who have
passed away.

• Take a trust walk with your children. Take turns
blindfolding each other while taking a walk through a
forest or a park.

• Role reversal: Choose a day in which your children
assume your role as a parent and you assume their role.
Let your children make dinner, and you go for a bike
ride. Maybe you will have to go to bed early while your
children choose to stay up late. Feel what it is like to be
in the other person's shoes. Make decisions according
to the role that you are assuming. Then, talk about the
day as a family and how you chose to solve conflicts
when they arose. Why did you make certain decisions?

• Have a dialogue with your children one-on-one
following a format similar to the poem, "Two Voices:
Mother and Daughter"on page 5. Talk about the positive
and negative aspects of being a parent and child. Tell the
person what you appreciate about them as well as what
frustrates you.

Suggestions For Further Reading
Arranged Marriages by Chitra Divakaruni (Anchor Books)
Creating a Sucessful Family by Khalil A. Khavari, Ph.D

and Sue Williston Khavari, M.A. (One World Pub.).
Festivals Together by Sue Fitzjohn, Minda Weston and

Judy Large (Hawthorn Press, London).
The One Minute Father & The One Minute Mother by

Spencer Johnson, M.D. (William Morrow, Inc., NY).
What Kids Need to Succeed by Peter Benson, Judy Gal
braith and Pamela Espeland (Free Spirit Publishing, MN)
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The Amte Family of India (Circa 1965)
Baba Amte and his wife, Sadhanataee, have encouraged their entire family to be
instruments of social change. Now, as Baba and Sadhanataee have moved away from
Leprosy work at Anandwan, their sons and daughter-in-Iaws, who are all medical
doctors, playa central role in the social work of Maharogi Seva Samiti. The photo
shows the Amtefamily with their two adopted children at Anandwan. (See page 10.)
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